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The information contained here is subject to error and should not be construed as legal or “government” 
advice. Any actions taken (or lack thereof) in response to the information contained here remains the 
responsibility of the reader.    
 
Transfers 
 
Q. If a student is out of status, and the student wants to be reinstated, shouldn’t the existing record be 
transferred to the new school in terminated status in order for the new school to process the reinstatement? 
A. ALTHOUGH MANY OF US ARE CONCERNED ABOUT THIS, ICE HAS INDICATED THIS 
SHOULD NOT BE DONE.  NAFSA IS AWARE OF ICE’S INTERPRETATION AND WILL CONTINUE 
TO TALK TO ICE ABOUT THIS DEVELOPMENT. 
 
Q.  Do students have to physically report to the school that issued their initial I-20? Transfer doc on ice.gov 
in one place says report in person and register and then transfer. Another place it says not necessary to report 
in person.    
A. THEY DO NOT HAVE TO REPORT IN PERSON BUT EACH SCHOOL SHOULD DEVELOP A 
POLICY ON THIS. 
 
Q. If a student completes a degree at one school and will transfer to another school in fall, can the student 
work on campus during the summer?  The transfer FAQs and on-campus employment FAQs have possibly 
conflicting advice.    
A. STUDENTS CAN CONTINUE TO WORK IN SUMMER.  THE STUDENT CAN CONTINUE TO 
WORK AT THE OLD SCHOOL UNTIL THE RELEASE DATE AND THE NEW SCHOOL AFTER THE 
NEW SCHOOL HAS ISSUED A TRANSFER PENDING I-20. 
 
The information contained here is subject to error and should not be construed as legal or “government” 
advice. Any actions taken (or lack thereof) in response to the information contained here remains the 
responsibility of the reader.    
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Q. If you receive a transfer record by error and the original school wants it back, you need to do a data fix, 
you cannot correct the record!  There was a clarification about this in a conference call.   
A. CORRECT.  Transfer to a third school cannot be done in initial status. See excerpt below from the liaison 
call of April 26, 2006-   correcting this error from the FAQ –. It says “You will need to register the student in 
SEVIS (see below for full text).   
http://nafsa.org/_/Document/_/sevis_call_summary_-_49.pdf 

 
 
Q. Our university runs on a trimester system. Our winter trimester ends at the beginning of April.  A student 
wants to transfer to a new school with a semester system.  Can the student not attend our spring trimester and 
transfer to the new school in Fall? (within 5 months). 
A. YES 
 
The information contained here is subject to error and should not be construed as legal or “government” 
advice. Any actions taken (or lack thereof) in response to the information contained here remains the 
responsibility of the reader.    
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
Q. If a student is terminated then wants to transfer, how can the current DSO do the reinstatement if they are 
no longer a student at that institution?  The software works fine on this currently. Why is it changing?   CLB: 
While the SEVIS software permits a transfer in this case, SEVP has issued guidance that such a transfer is 
not to be done.  In a case where the student is terminated and cannot be readmitted, he/she can travel outside 
the U.S. with a new I-20 from a new school. 
Telephone conference call stated a transfer error could only be corrected if it were transferred to the “A -> B 
-> C wrong school”.  However, if it had to be transferred back to the same school, “A -> B -> A” had to be a 
data fix.  This was the same info received from SEVIS help desk. Has this changed? 
A. THIS HAS NOT CHANGED:  AFTER THE RELEASE DATE, AN A >B >A CHANGE MUST BE 
DONE THROUGH A DATAFIX. 
IF THE TRANSFER IS BEFORE THE RELEASE DATE, SCHOOL A CAN CANCEL THE TRANSFER. 
 
Change of Status 
 
Could we get a “straw poll” of institutions generally applying for and successful in obtaining B2-F1 COS? 
A:  It is certainly possible to get these changes approved, though in general the officers want to see that there 
was a real change of intention on the part of the student – that he or she really did intend to be a tourist, and 
then “something” happened to make the m want to study instead.  A lapse of a couple of months at least, 
before applying for the change is good.  Keep in mind that if you are advising students who want to come to 
the U.S. to see your school that they should apply for a Prospective Student B-2 and ask at the Port of Entry 
that the I-94 be annotated with “Prospective Student”.  That will make a change of status easier. 
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Q. Would you issue an I-20 for COS to F-1 if a student has a pending I-485 or I-140? You have willful 
knowledge (I-797 receipt) 
A.  This is a little complicated…  First, a filed or approved I-140 does not accord any immigration status, so 
the person would have to have a different underlying status, from which he or she was requesting a change.  
Next, I would recommend the student speak with an immigration attorney to determine if it is wise to switch 
from that underlying status, or form a “Pending Adjustment Applicant” status (filed I-485) to an F status.  
Regulatory requirements for issuing an I-20 for initial or for COS do not include verifying the person’s 
current status, other than F-1 – as DSO’s we don’t have the ability or authority to do that. In fact, even if a 
person is out-of-status, if they are academically qualified, and have the funding to attend, I may issue an I-20 
form, and send it to him or her, so they may use it to apply for a new visa, and enter the U.S., OR to apply 
for a change of status.  (Remember, the COS app belongs to the individual, not to the school. Whether the 
student is eligible for the change is left to the adjudicating officer – whether Consular or port of entry or CIS 
service center.)  
 
That said, once the student reports to your school, we do need to verify that he or she has been admitted in 
the right status, or been approved for the COS, by presenting the appropriately stamped I-20 form.  We also 
continue to track the student’s status while we “own” the SEVIS record. 
 
Short answer: If the student is academically qualified to be admitted, and has the required funding, then yes, 
I would issue the I-20 form, but I would recommend he or she speak to an immigration attorney. 
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Q. F-1 applies for COS to Permanent Resident has received I-485 receipt.  At what point is it safe for student 
to cease complying with F-1 regulations and what type of entry should school make in SEVIS if the student 
has not been attending but has not yet been approved permanent resident?   



 

 

A. Again, complicated… We received written guidance on this from the SEVP Office at the national 
conference. The F-1 SEVIS record should be kept active until the 485 is approved.  When approved, the 
record should be manually terminated for change of status approved, with the remarks note to include the A 
3 and a statement that adjustment of status was approved. 
 
That said, the PAA status allows the student to remain legally in the U.S. while awaiting the approval of the 
I-485, and to apply for a work card.  How we as DSO’s resolve this with the reporting and tracking 
requirements of F status and reporting requirements is a much more advanced topic.  If the student is 
working off campus, for example, without some kind of F authorization, and we know about it, we would 
need to see proof of the I485 filing and a valid work card.  This makes me quite uncomfortable, and I would 
hope that NAFSA is following up on clarifying this with SEVP. Note too, as another complication, that the 
student can come to the DSO, with proof of the I-485 filing, and a valid work card, and request that the 
SEVIS record be terminated.  Since this goes counter to SEVP directions, what do we do then??  There is 
also a conflict with proof of non-immigrant intent if the student is traveling out of the U.S. and re-entering, 
so I would recommend strongly that the student consult with an immigration attorney. 
 
 
Q. I have heard differing reports about deadlines for applying for COS to F-1 depending upon whether or not 
the I-94 has a date certain or a D/S.  What is the policy? Is it the same at all service centers?    
A: A high school student admitted to a public high school, and paying tuition, is supposed to be admitted for 
a date certain period of no more than one year, and this date is noted on the I-94 card instead of the usual 
D/S notation (meaning Duration of Status).  If that student is then accepted at a U.S. college or university, he 
or she must file an I-539, Application to change status and/or extension or stay in order to get the I-94 
changed to D/S, and this application must be received by USCIS prior to the I-94 expiration date.  Any F-1 
with D/S on the I-94 already does not need to file an I-539 – the extension is done through the DSO, and in 
SEVIS. 
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Q. For a change of status to F-1, what should we do with the SEVIS record?  Register or defer?  Does it 
depend on their current status (H4, F2)?   
A. IF THE COS IS STILL PENDING, DEFER.  
 
 



 

 

Q. F-2 changing status to F-1.  Change of status takes too long.  You defer the start date, defer the start date, 
defer the start date, and then change of status approved.  Next possible session start date four months into the 
future.  What do you do? Student cannot enroll – how do you register the I-20, or do you?   
A. The student needs to start within five months, so you would be ok with the deferral to the new start date. 
 
Q. If someone has multiple change of status applications pending, which one will prevail? Do the Service 
Centers connect the various applications? 
A. The Service centers usually go by last action taken, so the latest application approval will prevail.  It is 
probably wise to withdraw any previous or pending changes, if the person has a valid status without that 
previous pending approval, so as to avoid complications. 
 
CPT 
 
Q. A student did FT CPT with employer X from May 1 to Aug 15 and FT CPT with Employer Y from June 
1 to July 31. To calculate months of FT CPT for the 12-month rule, is this 3.5 months or 5.5 months?   
A. 3.5 MONTHS. 
 
Q. Recently, we have been asked by F-1 students if they can work full-time on CPT and work part or full-
time on campus during the summer. The regulations are vague on this area. What recommendations do you 
make? Does this change if a student is also enrolled during the summer term?   
A. THERE ARE SCHOOLS THAT BELIEVE THESE VARIOUS EMPLOYMENT OPTIONS ARE 
SILOS.  IT ISN’T LOGICAL THAT SOMEONE CAN’T WORK MORE THAN 20 HOURS PER WEEK 
ON CAMPUS YET CAN WORK 40-80 HOURS AGGREGATE IN VARIOUS WORK OPTIONS.  If it’s a 
summer vacation they can work as much as they want to work.  It’s only during academic terms of 
enrollment that they are limited to the 20 hours per week. 
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Q. F-1 student completes his undergraduate degree in December.  Starts his graduate study in January.  Gets 
an internship to start in May.  Is he/she eligible since they attended nine months or 1 academic year at the 
same institution?     
A. HE IS BUT DSO MAY QUESTION IT.  The regs call for lawful enrollment for one academic year in 
legal status, so this is fine.  There is also an exemption for grad students who are required to start a CPT 
internship earlier than the completion of the academic year. 
 
OPT 
 



 

 

Q. When student is eligible for OPT once approved should end date of OPT be used or should end date of 
program be used?   
A. If the student has completed all degree requirements, including thesis or dissertation, and has graduated, 
you can shorten the program in SEVIS using the end date of the program.  If this question is about 
registration for students on OPT, you can use the OPT end date as both the semester end date and next 
semester start date. 
 
 
Q. What is the DSOs responsibility if a student applies for OPT and then doesn’t graduate/complete on time 
and/or if they already received an EAD, or just application pending? Please explain DSO action steps.   
A. If EAD is issued, student should not use EAD until all degree requirements have been met.  If I-765 is 
still pending, it may be possible to withdraw the application and cancel the OPT request in SEVIS, to 
preserve the 12-month maximum time for a later application. 
 
Q. Can students’ get OPT back after it’s been cancelled? Does it depend upon what stage it was cancelled 
(before or after EAD issued)? We are getting mixed messages.   
A. If the OPT request was cancelled in SEVIS and the I-765 withdrawn prior to adjudication (with 
confirmation from Service Center), OPT should still be available for this student. 
 
Q. OPT student wants to take graduate level courses while on OPT.  These courses can and most likely will 
apply to a graduate level program in the future. How do you advise the student? The student has not yet 
enrolled in a graduate level program – just taking classes.   
A.  If the student is not enrolled for a degree program, classes taken for professional development should be 
OK. 
 
Q. OPT: Leave student in “active” status?  Question date change notice we received last week for OPT 
students?   
A. F-1 students on OPT remain in Active status until 60 days after their OPT end date. 
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Q. When will OPT date appear on I-20 so they can extend their Driver’s License and travel alone?   
A. OPT recommendation dates print on page 3 of the I-20. 
 
Our office has been somewhat unclear about when a student should apply for OPT prior to graduation 
connected to work on thesis or dissertation.  Should the application be sent in prior to the completion of 
coursework?   
A. IF THE STUDENT HAS COMPLETED ALL BUT THESIS, THE STUDENT SHOULD APPLY 90 
DAYS BEFORE THE START OF THE JOB.  Since all degree requirements have not been completed, the 
student can send the I-765 at any time while completing the thesis or dissertation. 
 
Q. When a student’s graduation is in May, but they have an incomplete to finish which date is OPT required 
to be filed by? Ie completed “I” in June, but graduation was in May.   



 

 

A. The OPT application must be received by USCIS before the student completes all degree requirements.  If 
the completion is in June, then the application must be submitted prior to the June date. 
 
An OPT request had the receipt issued with an incorrect spelling – how do I get that fixed before the EAD 
card is issued with the name wrong? I-20 is spelled correctly.   
A. EMAIL THE SERVICE CENTER WITH THE RECEIPT NUMBER AND OTHER INFORMATION 
THAT THEY MAY REQUIRE. 
 
Q. Should I shorten a program to the expected graduation date when a student files for OPT?   
A. YES.  However, make sure the student does indeed complete all requirements. 
 
Status Issues 
 
Q. A student from Lebanon entered the US in 2002 on an F-1 visa. She asked to extend her visa in 2004, but 
was denied.  She was allowed to re-enter the US on the first F-1.  Her current college feels she is in status.  
Can I issue and I-20 and allow her to enroll with a denied visa? 
A. Normally when a visa is denied, the previous one has already expired, or it will be cancelled with or 
without prejudice.  In this case, it sounds like either the Consulate made an error and did not cancel the old 
visa, or the port of entry admitted her despite the cancelled visa (they have the discretion to do this).  If she 
has an I-94 that indicates F-1 D/S, she is admitted in valid status.  You are fine to offer her all F-1 benefits. 
 
The information contained here is subject to error and should not be construed as legal or “government” 
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Q. If a student has been out of status for more than five months, but remained in the US and is now traveling 
to make a new entry to get F-1 status, is their visa valid or cancelled?   
A. THESE RULES SEEM TO BE IN FLUX BUT I WAS INFORMED JUST ON FRIDAY BY THE 
STATE DEPARTMENT THAT IF THE STUDENT IS NOT TRANSFERRING (LAST STATE DEPT 
MEMO – DEC 2005) AND THERE WAS NO DENIAL OF REINSTATEMENT, THEN THE VISA 
SHOULD STILL BE VALID.  HOWEVER, PEOPLE HAVE DIFFERING IDEAS AND THE CBP 
INSPECTOR MAY VIEW IT DIFFERENTLY AT THE POE.  
 
This is definitely “grey”…. we would advise conservatively that the visa “might” not be considered valid by 
a port of entry officer, or a consular officer, and the student should re-apply.  If they are going to a new 
school, they will need a new visa anyway, as for initial I-20 forms, the school noted on the visa must match 
the school the student is entering to attend.  If they are coming back to the same school after being out of 
status (not being enrolled for more than five months), note that the cable says “no formal finding of loss of 
status needs to be made… In order for that student to restore lawful status, he or she must apply for 
reinstatement of student status”.  The implication, then is, a student who does not apply for reinstatement 
has not regained lawful status, and would need a new visa.  Though the situation of a student not applying 
for reinstatement, and just traveling to re-enter is not specifically addressed by the cable, we feel it is safer 



 

 

for the student to assume the visa is no longer valid, and to re-apply.  Whenever possible, we let the Consular 
office rand or the POE officer make these decisions….  
 
The text of the State Department cable says in part: “No formal finding of loss of status needs to be made. In 
order for that student to restore lawful status, he or she must apply for reinstatement of student status with 
the Bureau of Citizenship and Immigration 
Services (USCIS).  3.  USCIS has the option to approve or deny reinstatement of student status.  If student 
status is restored, then the student's F-1 or M-1 visa remains valid (assuming that the visa has not expired). 
However, if the student is denied reinstatement, then the student is held to have lost F-1/M-1 status at that 
point.  Any valid student visa that was in the 
student's possession would be invalidated per INA 222(g).  Because the student is considered to be out-of-
status from the time that reinstatement is 
denied, the student must immediately depart the 
United States.  
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Q. If a student is out of status in their current school and does not intend to continue at that school how can 
they be reinstated before their record is transferred?   
A. He or she can’t reinstate before transferring. The student would have to leave the U.S. with the new 
school’s I-20 form, or the new school could create the new initial SEVIS record, and then terminate the 
record for whatever reason is appropriate, and then support the student in the application for reinstatement In 
order for a reinstatement I-20 to be issued, you have to verify the student will enroll full-time at your school 
(and is enrolled currently)…. 
 
 
Q. What am I supposed to do with students who were on OPT (it’s over) yet it keeps coming up as an 
“alert”? I don’t know if they left the country (cos?) so I’m scared to “complete”   
A. LEAVE ALONE - it if you’re not sure the student has left, or changed status.  It should auto complete 
two months after the OPT end date. 
 
Q. An F-1 student received his OPT before graduation.  He graduated, but could not find a job.  He decided 
to leave the country so I “completed” him.  He now wants to stay so I “reinstated” him.  I found that’s wrong 
– what do I do? Can he still resume his OPT?   
A. HE CANNOT RESUME THE OPT.  The OPT is over and done… 
 
 



 

 

Q. USCIS officer has commented that any termination results in cancellation of visa even if valid on its face.  
Please comment on this and whether termination also contributes to visa overstay and potential bar.   
A. VISA OVERSTAY AND UNLAWFUL PRESENCE COME INTO PLAY WHEN AN IMMIGRATION 
JUDGE OR USCIS OFFICER DENIES AN APPLICATION.   
Recommend you respectfully ask this officer to what regulation they are referring… 
First: A student with “D/S” on the I-94 is not ever subject to overstay and the three or ten year bars.  
Cancellation of a visa occurs according to INA 222(g), and F-1’s with D/S on the I-94 card are exempted 
from this. 
“6. IF AN NIV HOLDER WAS ADMITTED FOR DURATION OF STATUS, 
HE/SHE WILL NOT/NOT BE CONSIDERED TO HAVE REMAINED BEYOND 
THE AUTHORIZED PERIOD OF STAY, AND WILL NOT/NOT BE SUBJECT 
TO 222(G), UNLESS THE INS OR AN IJ MADE A FORMAL FINDING 
THAT THE ALIEN VIOLATED STATUS.” 
 
Second: More interestingly, the State Dept cable noted a few questions above, regarding student visa validity 
after a break of more than five months, notes that 22 CFR 
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Contd: 
 
41.122(h)(3) invalidates a student visa if they are out of the U.S. for more than five months -- *however* - 
see reg below – which only refers to a situation when the student actually “notified” by an immigration 
officer at a port of entry that they are inadmissible….it says nothing about the mere fact of a termination or 
break in studies invalidating the visa…. 

(h) Revocation of visa by immigration officer. An immigration officer is authorized to revoke a valid visa by 
physically canceling it in accordance with the procedure prescribed in paragraph (c) of this section if:  

(1) The alien obtains an immigrant visa or an adjustment of status to that of permanent resident;  

(2) The alien is ordered excluded from the United States pursuant to INA 235(c) or 236;  

(3) The alien is notified pursuant to INA 235(b) by an immigration officer at a port of entry that the alien 
appears to be inadmissible to the United States and the alien requests and is granted permission to withdraw 
the application for admission;  

(4) A final order of deportation or a final order granting voluntary departure with an alternate order of 
deportation is entered against the alien pursuant to INS regulations;  



 

 

(5) The alien has been permitted by INS to depart voluntarily from the United States pursuant to INS 
regulations;  

(6) A waiver of ineligibility pursuant to INA 212(d)(3)(A) on the basis of which the visa was issued to the 
alien is revoked by INS;  

(7) The visa is presented in connection with an application for admission to the United States by a person 
other than the alien to whom it was issued; or  

(8) The visa has been physically removed from the passport in which it was issued.  
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Contd: 

(9) The visa has been issued in a combined Mexican or Canadian B–1/B–2 visa and border crossing 
identification card and the officer makes the determination specified in §41.32(c) with respect to the alien's 
Mexican citizenship and/or residence or the determination specified in §41.33(b) with respect to the alien's 
status as a permanent resident of Canada. 

[52 FR 42597, Nov. 5, 1987, as amended at 63 FR 16895, Apr. 7, 1998; 66 FR 10364, Feb. 15, 2001; 66 FR 
38544, July 25, 2001; 67 FR 66046, Oct. 30, 2002]  

 
 
Port of Entry 
 
Q. Some F-1 students have been given a handwritten “VIOPP” along with other POE stamp info (ie F1, D/S, 
etc) on their passports.  What does “VIOPP” stand for? And why are they given this?” 
A. VISA IN OTHER PASSPORT. 
 
Q. “local” CBP is 2 hours away. How best to correct I-94 or incorrectly stamped I-20 done at distant airport 
POE? 
USCIS info sheet:   
A. http://www.uscis.gov/graphics/services/factsheet/howdoi/c4_english.pdf 



 

 

OUR EXPERIENCE IS THAT IT IS BST TO GO TO THE AIRPORT (CBP_ IN PERSON TO GET A 
CORRECTION.  WE SENT ONE TO THE LOCAL USICS OFFICE AND IT DISAPPEARED. WE ARE 4 
HOURS FROM THE CBP OFFICE. 
 
Q. Is there any word on the creation of F3 regulations for Border Commuters?   
A. Not at this time.  Continue to check NAFSA’s SEVIS liaison call summaries. 
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Q. Terminated student is issued an initial I-20 for re-entry but student enters US using terminated I-20 but is 
issued new I-94 upon entry.  Is student back in US in lawful status?  If yes, how should a school handle the 
fact that the SEVIS record shows the original I-20 as terminated?   
A. CBP office may be able to assist in this case or maybe the SEVIS Help Desk (??). 
 
Q. If student applied for EAD (Economic Hardship), student got the card and it’s still valid.  He wants to go 
home for an emergency. Will he be able to re-enter? Will the card cancel?   
A. TRAVEL SHOULD HAVE NO IMPACT ON THE EAD. 
 
Q. Student is pending OPT with Vermont Service Center.  He received a letter of intent to deny because they 
cannot find records to indicate that he complied with the 30 day NSEERS registration. What do you suggest?  
By the way, he did not register.   
A. THE 30-DAY NSEERS REGISTRATION WAS REMOVED IN 2004.   
 
Q. What do you do if the student is allowed to enter the US 90 days before the reporting date?   
A. NOTHING. 
 
Enrollment and Reduced Course Load 
 
Q. If student enrolled as a final terms must notation be made in SEVIS?   
A. IT DOES NOT NEED TO BE NOTED IN SEVIS. If you mean as far as current session end date, and 
instead of next session start date being entered, must DSO’s check the box that indicates in last term?  If so, 
then yes, we should use this if we *know* the student is in their last term.  Remember, the I-20 has an 
expiration date – that is the program end date or graduation date, so we should, theoretically know, and 
report that… 



 

 

 
If you mean, do we have to report on part-time enrollment during the last term, then no, not technically, as it 
is defined in the regulations as being part of maintaining valid F-1 status.  That said, SEVIS does use it a 
reason for less than full-time enrollment.  Schools should develop consistent policies on this. 
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Q. If yes and 2nd RCL is needed, does it hurt student to have two RCLs or affect OK student? 
A. NOT SURE ON THIS ONE…. Verbal guidance at the national conference was that the student was 
eligible for an extension to complete, and therefore could have another RCL final term.  SEVP has issued 
official guidance on this in a NAFSA conference call to the effect that a second RCL is permitted in such 
cases.  But this goes back to the fact that DSOs should not use RCL for the “normal” final term…. 
 
 
Q. NSC has told us “program start dates” on change of status I-20s must be the first day of class.  This is 
problematic because students do not understand that they need to report 30 days before for orientation, 
registration, etc. Have other schools experienced this? How to handle?   
A. VERMONT SERVICE CENTER HAS NOT TOLD US THIS BUT IF THIS IS WHAT NSC WANTS 
I’D MAKE SURE THE STUDENT KNOWS IN OTHER WAYS THAT HE/SHE MUST SHOW UP FOR 
ORIENTATION. 
 
Q. Is a full semester a reasonable period to approve for medical RCL in the case of a routine pregnancy?  
The doctor’s letter just says when the birth is.  
A. Pregnancy generally is not considered a valid reason for medical RCL or withdrawal, unless 
complications are present – and then document… 
 
Q. If a student fails a course in the last semester – needed for graduation, can they take a course in the 
following fall (has approved OPT and not working)? 
A. If you extend the I-20 before it expires, then yes, and he or she can be part time for the last term –the 
issue of what to do with the approved OPT is problematic.  Some advisors would cancel the endorsement in 
SEVIS, some would just advise the student not to use it until after degree completion….If you are unable to 
extend the I-20 form, then no, as the student has “failed to complete” the program, and is not eligible for 
post-completion OPT – he or she must reinstate, or travel. 
 
Q. Has there been any amendment to the current F-1 regulations for continuous under-enrollment for 
disability cases? 



 

 

A. To the best of our knowledge there is still no allowance under the regs for this.  ADA does not trump 
Homeland Security. 
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Q. F-1 student is approved for RCL in SEVIS because he/she is graduating.  Student’s academic advisor had 
informed the student and the DSO that the student needed only six units to graduate.  During the students last 
term, he/she learns that student needs more classes but DSO shortened the program and approved RCL in 
SEVIS.  Can program be extended and can student have two last terms?   
A. CAN HAVE 2 LAST TERMS AND SHOUILD BE ABLE TO EXTEND. 
 
 
Q. Do students have to have an I-20 if they are taking classes in Canada or doing student teaching only to 
come to the US for a one-day seminar?   If they don’t have an I-20 for that semester that they are not 
attending classes in the US, how will it affect their OPT?  A. NOT SURE I UNDERSTAND.  IF STUDENT 
IS IN CANADA, THEN THAT STUDENT WOULD NOT BE ELIGIBLE FOR I-20 OR OPT.  IF, 
HOWEVER, THE CLASSES IN CANADA ARE PART OF A STUDY ABROAD, THEN THEY WILL 
NEED THE I-20 TO RETURN AND APPLY FOR OPT. 
 
Q. If a student does an online course outside the US and needs to enter the US for one week per semester, 
should the university issue an I-20 for the one-week period for the student to apply for an F-1 visa or can 
they come on a B visa?     
A. THIS IS TRICKY.  WE RECOMMEND THE  I-20 BECAUSE WE DON’T KNOW WHAT THE 
STUDENT WILL SAY AT THE POE.  HOWEVER, THE STUDENT WILL ALSO HAVE TO PAY THE 
SEVIS FEE.  WE EXPLAIN BOTH OPTIONS TO STUDENTS AND IF THEY CHOOSE TO COME IN 
B-2 STATUS, WE WRITE A LETTER EXPLAINING THE SITUATION. 
 
 
Q. If a program removes the “online” designation from the course code and a student is scheduled to spend 
more than 50 percent of the class hours in residence on the campus, can an F-1 student do the degree 
program?   
A.  IT DEPENDS ON HOW THE COURSE IS DEFINED AND IF IT IS BLENDED. IT IF IT IS 50% ON-
LINE, WE WOULD PROBABLY  NOT ISSUE I-20S FOR THIS PROGRAM. 
 
Q. Can you give us the entire regulations on reduction of course load? 



 

 

A. See NAFSA manual from page 3-88 to page 3-101.  Also see regulations at: 8 CFR Sec. 
214.2(f)(6)(iii)(A), (B), (C), and (E); 8 CFR Sec. 214.2(f)(6)(i)(B); also Operating Instructions 214(6); and 
NAFSA Liaison Call NGLU 2003-06-a 
 
 
The information contained here is subject to error and should not be construed as legal or “government” 
advice. Any actions taken (or lack thereof) in response to the information contained here remains the 
responsibility of the reader.    
 
 
 
 
 
Q. When we issue initial I-20s, we require more financial documentation than did the office of admission to 
admit the student.  Especially with very late admits, sometimes we receive the final documentation after 
classes begin.  If the student is already in the country (a transfer student), may we allow them to begin 
classes before finalizing the transfer?   
A. FIRST IT SEEMS THAT YOU AND THE ADMISSIONS OFFICE SHOULD BE USING THE SAME 
FIGURES.  I WOULD BE CONCERNED IF STARTING CLASSES MEANT PAYING FOR CLASSES 
IN CASE THE STUDENT DOESN’T MEET THE FINANCIAL GUARANTEE REQUIREMENTS. 
You may not issue the I-20 form, and the student therefore may not begin studying (full-time) at your school 
until you have all the required documentation. 
 
 
Q. Would you complete program right after final graduation list is done (1 week after graduation) or wait for 
60 days (F-1) or 30 days (J-1) in case student requests transfer?  A. IT WOULD BE BETTER TO 
SHORTEN THE PROGRAM IN CASE A STUDENT TRANSFERS. Assuming the I-20 reflects the correct 
end of the program, SEVP guidance is that the DSO should never complete the SEVIS record after degree 
completion unless you are positive the student is departing the U.S.  This is an auto-function in SEVIS that 
happens after 60 days (F) 30 days (J) 
 
Miscellaneous 
 
Q. Does NAFSA have any plans to publish another liaison call summary compilation that summarizes the 
past several months’ worth of liaison calls by topic (like the one they did back on Oct ’04)? These are 
extremely helpful!   
A. NOT YET 
 
Q. Do you know why F-2s cannot work and J-2s can? Is there a specific reason? 
A. The J regs are issued by Dept. Of State and the F regs are issued by Homeland Security.  Two different 
agencies with two different interpretations about what should be allowed… 
 
Q. Where do we find the KCISSS Lists spoken about?   
A. THE KCISS LISTS ARE AT THE KNOWLEDGE COMMUNITY BUTTON.  CLICK ON 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT AND SCHOLAR ADVISING AND SELECT THE PARTICULAR 



 

 

FORUM YOU’RE INTERESTED IN:  STUDENT ADVISING, SCHOLAR ADVISING OR CAMPUS & 
COMMUNITY PROGRAMMING 
 
The information contained here is subject to error and should not be construed as legal or “government” 
advice. Any actions taken (or lack thereof) in response to the information contained here remains the 
responsibility of the reader.    
 
 
 
Q. Would I treat such a study abroad student the same whether my university’s official study abroad 
program vs. an independent study abroad program?  
A. YES, ALTHOUGH IT MIGHT TAKE MORE EFFORT TO DETERMINE THE ENROLLMENT IN 
THE INDEPENDENT STUDY ABROAD PROGRAM. 
 
Q. Does the financial information, both expenses and support, need to be updated when the student requests 
a travel signature?   
A. NO UNLESS THE SOURCE HAS CHANGED AND SOMETIMES STUDENTS MAY ASK FOR 
THIS CHANGE SINCE THEY MIGHT HAVE TO SHOW THE FINANCIAL SUPPORT. 
 
Q. We were told by an immigration attorney that F-1s can receive cash “per diems” (ie for meals etc) and 
this is not considered employment. Is this true?   
A. Yes. 
 
Q. Has anyone heard of SF Outreach (ICE) program?  We had a J-1 Iranian scholar contacted and the officer 
would not meet on campus or allow anyone to accompany the scholar. The officer referred to our RO as a 
third party.   
A. NO.  
 
Q. How is a graduate assistantship counted toward Academic Training? (The GA was for teaching English 
and the requested AT was to be an English institution)   
A. The grad assistantship, if paid by the school where the student is getting the degree, is program sponsor 
funding, and depending on how it’s paid, it may or may not be stipend or wages.  If it is an assistantship at a 
different school done for research/ training purposes or a number of other reasons, then it would count 
against allowed AT.   
 
The information contained here is subject to error and should not be construed as legal or “government” 
advice. Any actions taken (or lack thereof) in response to the information contained here remains the 
responsibility of the reader.    
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NAFSA Annual Conference, May 2006, Montreal, PQ, Canada 
 
NAFSANs Ask NAFSANs (About the Regulations):  Resource List 
********************************************************* 
NAFSA: Association of International Educators 
www.nafsa.org 
 
NAFSA Regulatory Information 
http://www.nafsa.org/regulatory_information.sec/regulatory_document_library.dlib 
 
NAFSA Practice Advisories - 
http://www.nafsa.org/regulatory_information.sec/regulatory_document_library.dlib/nafsa_practice_advisories 
 
NAFSA SEVIS Resources 
http://www.nafsa.org/regulatory_information.sec/get_sevis_information/nafsa_sevis_resources 
 
NAFSA/SEVP conference calls prior to 2005 
http://www.imanual.nafsa.org/public/practice/practice.cfm 
 
Government SEVIS Resources from NAFSA  
http://www.nafsa.org/regulatory_information.sec/get_sevis_information/government_sevis_resources 
 
Final J Professor and Research Scholar rule, compiled and annotated 70 Fed. Reg. 28815 (May 19, 2005), as amended 
by 70 Fed. Reg. 36344 (June 23, 2005) Practice Advisory 2005-F (From NAFSA,Version: June 27, 2005). 
http://nafsa.org/_/Document/_/nafsa_practice_advisory.pdf 
 
New J Intern Category Proposed 
http://nafsa.org/_/Document/_/new_j_intern_category.pdf 
 
2006 DOS Student Visa Cable 
http://nafsa.org/_/Document/_/2006_dos_student_visa.pdf 
 
NAFSA Liaison Resources (includes summaries of NAFSA's liaison call with DHS and DOS regarding SEVIS) 
http://www.nafsa.org/regulatory_information.sec/regulatory_document_library.dlib/nafsa_liaison_resources 
 
NAFSA IssueNet 
http://www.nafsa.org/regulatory_information.sec/get_help_with_your_issue/issuenet 
 
Visas and Consular Affairs 
http://www.nafsa.org/regulatory_information.sec/regulatory_document_library.dlib/visas_and_consular_affairs 
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Knowledge Community for International Student and Scholar Services (Professional Networks) 
http://www.nafsa.org/knowledge_community_network.sec 
 
 
Practice Resources 
http://www.nafsa.org/knowledge_community_network.sec/international_student_3/international_student_4/practice_re
sources_18 
 
Department of Homeland Security 
http://www.dhs.gov 
 
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (US CIS) 
http://www.uscis.gov 
 
US CIS Forms 
http://www.uscis.gov/graphics/formsfee/forms/index.htm#chart 
 
US CIS Processing Times 
https://egov.immigration.gov/cris/jsps/ptimes.jsp;jsessionid=doub3eDE0Ay9 
 
US Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) 
http://www.ice.gov 
 
ICE’s SEVIS Reources 
http://www.ice.gov/sevis/index.htm 
 
F-1 Transfers 
http://www.ice.gov/sevis/f_1_transfers.htm 
 
Special Registration and Walkaway Materials 
http://www.ice.gov/pi/specialregistration/index.htm 
 
FAQ for F-Nonimmigrants: Entry and Exit 
http://www.ice.gov/sevis/travel/faq_f.htm 
 
SEVIS I-901 Fee Frequently Asked Questions 
http://www.ice.gov/sevis/i901/faq.htm 
 
US Customs and Border Protection (CBP) 
http://www.cbp.gov 
 
US-Visit Program 
http://www.dhs.gov/dhspublic/interapp/content_multi_image/content_multi_image_0021.xml 
 
Ports with US-VISIT Entry Procedures  
http://www.dhs.gov/interweb/assetlibrary/USVISIT_PortsOfEntry_Dec2005_columns.pdf 
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Visa Waiver Program 
http://www.dhs.gov/dhspublic/interapp/content_multi_image/content_multi_image_0021.xml 
http://www.travel.state.gov/visa/temp/without/without_1990.html#2 
 
 
 
Department of State 
22 CFR Part 62(Exchange Visitor Program regulations) 
http://exchanges.state.gov/education/jexchanges/about/22CFR62.pdf 
 
Skills List 
http://exchanges.state.gov/education/jexchanges/participation/skills_list.pdf 
 
Department of State  (visa services) 
http://travel.state.gov/visa/visa_1750.html 
 
J – Waiver 
http://exchanges.state.gov/education/jexchanges/participation/waivers.htm 
 
Visa Waiver Program 
http://www.travel.state.gov/visa/temp/without/without_1990.html#2 
 
Ports of Entry – Abbreviations List 
http://foia.state.gov/masterdocs/09FAM/09NX9.PDF 
 
Other Resources: 
Code of Federal Regulations 
http://ecfr.gpoaccess.gov/cgi/t/text/text-idx?c=ecfr&tpl=%2Findex.tpl 
 
Federal Register 
http://www.gpoaccess.gov/fr/index.html  
 
2000 CIP Codes 
http://nces.ed.gov/pubs2002/2002165.pdf. 
 
Foreign Embassies in the U.S. 
http://www.embassy.org/  
 
Links to U.S. Embassies/Consulates Abroad 
http://usembassy.state.gov 
 
IRS - Int'l Taxpayer webpage: 
http://www.irs.gov/businesses/small/international/index.html  
 
IRS - Tax Info for Students and Scholars: 
http://www.irs.gov/businesses/small/international/article/0,,id=96431,00.html  
 
Worldwide Embassy Database: 
http://www.helplinedatabase.com/  
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Universal Currency Conversion: 
http://www.xe.net/ucc/  
 
Global Postal Codes: 
http://www.lankalinksystems.com/directory/tools/search/world_postal_codes.htm  
 
Babelfish (text translation service) 
http://babelfish.altavista.com/translate.dyn  


